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ABSTRACT 
Cloud computing refers to hosted online services accessed via the internet, which can help in the faster 

deployment of user applications for less cost. Cloud computing services offer great opportunities for clients to 

find the maximum service and best pricing. Algorithms, policies and methodologies are necessary for user 

application evaluation before actual deployment in cloud to select the best service with minimum cost. Hence to 

model and analyze such user applications Cloud-Analyst, a Cloud-Sim based toolkit is used. Simulator consists 

of different service broker policies, load balancing algorithms which give report as per user requirements. With 

the help of simulation report, we can modify the cloud environment as per the requirement of user. The service 

broker policy selects data centre located in different regions considering cost-effectiveness of Virtual machine, 

data centre processing and other parameters. We have analyzed various service broker policies for selecting 

data centre and compared their cost. This paper describes some of the issues and challenges related to the 

response time, cost effective data centre selection in cloud environment which would benefit both cloud users 

and researchers.  In this paper we describe various service broker policies for effective data centre selection in 

cloud environment to reduce data centre processing cost and response time.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is an economic model to manage IT resources. Clouds data centers are designed by 

architecting them as networks of virtual services so that users can access and deploy applications from 

anywhere in the world on demand at reasonable costs depending on their QoS (Quality of Service) 

requirements. Cloud computing presents significant benefits to IT companies by freeing them from 

the low-level task of setting up hardware and software infrastructures. The availability of high end 

processors and advanced communication technology with the numerous interconnected hosts resulted 

in cloud computing. Different metrics of cloud computing are fault tolerance, availability, scalability, 

flexibility, reduced overhead for users, performance, on demand services etc. It provides resources, 

applications and system software as a service to the end user based on pay per use model. As the 

cloud is made up of data centers which are very much powerful to handle large numbers of users 

applications ranging from those that run for a few seconds to those that run for longer periods of time  

on shared hardware platforms. Hence the resource allocation policies and scheduling algorithms in 

cloud environments for various applications and service models is essential. However a technique has 

to be designed for distributing the user application workload among various data centre so as to 

minimize the response time, minimize the cost, minimize the resource utilization, and minimize the 

overhead. The data centers are targeted according to the availability and best response time with 

respect to location of data centre in the same region or different region. [11] 

Data centers are expensive since it is usually built to serve irregular peak loads resulting in low 

average utilization of the resources. [20] User applications in cloud environment have different 
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structure, configuration and deployment requirements. Based on user requirements data centre can be 

designed for deploying applications.  Measuring the performance of such applications is essential. 

Several Cloud providers are available, each one offering different pricing models, services and are 

located in different geographic regions. Application developers are concerned in selecting providers 

and data centre locations for typical large scale application on the Internet. Access to such services 

varies with respect to the time of the day, geographic location and service requests. With increase in 

requests Cloud allows infrastructures to react by dynamically increasing application resources, and 

reduces available resources when the number of requests reduces. To model the behavior of social 

networking applications such as Face book evaluation of costs and performance is essential. 

Data centre is the main resource of the cloud which holds the computing and storage server with 

number of host machine. The main aim of data centres is to maximize the utilization of computing 

resources such as storage, CPUs, and network bandwidth as service by service providers at less cost. 

The optimization models aims to optimize both resource-centric such as utilization, availability, 

reliability and user-centric like response time, budget spent fairness. The aim of this paper is to briefly 

discuss about various efficient service broker policies and enhanced service broker policies using the 

tool called cloud Analyst.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes Cloud Analyst tool. Section III describes the 

various service broker policy and defines the environment parameters. Section IV describes related 

work and future directions. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V and the future scope is 

suggested in the Section VI. 

1.1 Factors For Response Time Improvement 

Response time is the amount of time it takes when a request was submitted until the first response is 

produced.  Response time has to be reduced while keeping tolerable delays. 

1.11 Optimal Bandwidth 

To run a user application service we require enough bandwidth to get better response time which in 

turn performance will be affected. Therefore, optimum bandwidth plays a vital role in the 

improvement of response time. 

1.12 Protocol Selection 

Protocol selection suited for the required application will improve the response time and hence will 

take out the extra operating cost. Various internet applications require specific protocols to run them. 

Response time and data center processing time act as a performance evaluation parameter.  

Hence tool based simulation of cloud computing environment may help the users to access and deploy 

applications from anywhere in the world.  

II. CLOUD ANALYST 

Cloud Analyst, built on top of Cloud-Sim, allows a description of application workloads, has 

information of geographic location of users generating traffic and location of data centres, number of 

users, data centres, and number of resources in each data centre. [5] Data centre manages virtual 

machines configuration and destruction and does the routing of user requests received from user base 

by the use of the internet to virtual machines. [21] 

By using Cloud Analyst, application developers are able to determine the best plan for allocation of 

resources among available data centres, strategy for selecting data centres to serve user requests, and 

costs related to applications. Since Cloud infrastructures are distributed, applications can be deployed 

in different geographic locations and the chosen distributions of the application impact its 

performance for users that are far from the data centre. Impact of number of simultaneous users, 

geographic location of relevant components and network in applications is hard to achieve in real 

environment. To allow control and repeatability of experiments, simulators are used. Cloud Analyst 

generates response time of requests, processing time of requests, and other metrics. It deploys 

different service brokering policies depending on the requirements; proximity based routing policy 

selects nearest data centre. [5]  

Using Cloud Analyst simulation results can be produced in the form of tables and charts. The 

simulated output will have the response time of the simulated application, overall and average 

response time, virtual machine cost, data centre processing cost of all the user requests. The simulated 
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output gives the mean time taken by each data centre to satisfy each user request, average, minimum 

and maximum request processing time by each data centre. 

III. PROXIMITY AWARE CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE SELECTION 

When selecting the cloud infrastructures for an application, we need to consider the location of cloud 

data centres, the location of client applications, the relationship of the components of the application 

as well as the location of the related applications. If the distance between two communicating entities 

is less the network latency, bandwidth will be higher. 

Cloud providers often deploy many data centers around the world which can greatly meet the 

requirements of distributed applications. Based on location of client requests providers can select 

cloud infrastructures that are close to their clients. The distances between the cloud infrastructures and 

the client are necessary once the location is obtained. When deploying the applications in the cloud 

platforms it is important to consider the proximity among the application components. The interaction 

among the components of user applications plays an important role in the Quality of Service. To 

minimize the network latency it is better to place all the components in the same location.  

   3.1   Parameters to control usage and optimize user workload performance 

 Geographic locations where the user is located with respect to regions, zones, data centres 

 Cost limitations based on per hour, on quotas, etc. 

 Maximum latency that can be tolerated by user 

 Virtual machine requirements such as  CPU, memory for user applications 

 Maximum provisioning time that is acceptable by the user 

 Minimum SLA required for availability 

   3.2   Service Broker 

 

A cloud service broker serves as a mediator between user and cloud service provider as depicted in 

figure 1. Service broker collects multiple cloud services, integrates with in-house applications and 

customize them to meet user needs. Gartner refers to these mediators as cloud service brokerages. 

Cloud service brokers use particular tools to recognize the cloud resource, and then map the 

requirements of a user application to it. Service brokers automatically route data, user applications 

and infrastructure needs based on criteria such as price, location, latency needs, SLA level, supporting 

operating systems, cloud scalability, backup, disaster recovery capabilities and regulatory 

requirements. 

 
 

 

Figure 1.  Cloud Service Broker  

3.21 Service broker policies 

In Cloud environment data centres provide services to users. In case of many data centres service 

broker policies are used to select best data centre which is beneficial to users and service providers. 

Service Broker in Cloud Analyst is responsible for routing the traffic from the user requests from the 
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user base based on the service brokering policies as depicted in figure 2. Service Broker Policies 

controls the user base that is being serviced by a data centre at a given time.  

 

 

Figure 2.  Routing of user request in Cloud Analyst tool 

The main components of cloud Analyst are: 

User Base - This component models a user base and generates traffic representing the users. The user 

base represents the single user but ideally a user base should be used to represent a large numbers of 

users for efficiency of simulation. 

Internet - This component models the Internet and implements the traffic routing behaviour.  

Internet Characteristics - This component maintains the characteristics of the Internet during the 

simulation, including the latencies and available bandwidths between regions, the current traffic 

levels, and current performance level information for the data centres. 

VmLoad Balancer - This component models the load balance policy used by data centres when 

serving allocation requests. 

Data Centre Controller - This component controls the data centre activities. 

CloudAppService Broker- This component models the service brokers that handle traffic routing 

between user bases and data centres. The default traffic routing policy is routing traffic to the closest 

data centre in terms of network latency from the source user base. 

Service broker policy - In the service broker policy the desired policy can be selected such as closest 

data centre, optimal response time and dynamic service broker. Six different regions can be chosen 

around the whole world with different data centres and users in different locations depending upon the 

condition. Number of concurrent user accessing the data centre and number of data centres 

simultaneously providing services to users can be selected. Cloud infrastructures are distributed; 

applications can be deployed in different geographic locations. The chosen distribution of the 

application impacts its performance for users that are far from the data centre. At data centre level 

various service broker algorithms choose which data enter is taken into consideration for the handing 

out of the incoming request.  

 Objectives of Service broker policy:  

 Minimize the deployment cost. 

 Improvement of performance data centers.  

 Minimize the overall distances between user and data centres. 

Three different broker algorithms in service broker policy are Service Proximity Based Routing, 

Performance Optimized Routing, and Dynamic Service Broker. 

3.22 Service Proximity based Routing 

When the Internet receives a request it queries the service proximity service broker for the destination 

data center. It maintains a listing all data centers indexed by their region. Algorithm firstly retrieves 

the region of the incoming request and queries for the region proximity list for that region. This list 

gives the remaining regions in the order of lowest network latency first when calculated from the 
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given region. The algorithm picks the data center at the earliest/highest region in the proximity list. If 

more than one data center is in the same region, then random data center is selected.  

3.23 Performance Optimized Routing  
It is based on Response Time Service Broker which maintains a list of all data centers available. 

When the Internet receives a request, it queries the Best Response-Time Service Broker for the 

destination data center. Using the Service Proximity-Service Broker algorithm the closest (in terms of 

latency) data center is identified. Then same is repeated for the list of all data centers and the 

approximate current response time at each data center is found. If the least estimated response time is 

found in the closest data center, then the Service Broker selects the closest data center else, it picks 

either the closest data center or the data center with the least response time. 

 3.24 Dynamic Service Broker 

Service Broker maintains a list of all data centers and another list with the best response time recorded 

so far for each data center. It extends either Service Proximity Service Broker or the Best Response 

Time Service Broker. When request arrives it queries the Dynamic Service Broker for the destination 

datacenter. The Dynamic Service Broker uses the Service Proximity Service Broker/ Best Response-

Time Service Broker algorithm to identify the destination. The Dynamic Service Broker updates the 

best response time records if the current response time is better than previous. 

The cloud analyst tool is used to evaluate the policies for the closest data center by using user base 

located in different regions. 

IV. RELATED WORK 

Based on existing three different broker algorithms, comprehensive technical studies and survey, we 

notice variations of service broker policy gives better performance than existing service proximity 

based policy. The author in [6] presents an enhanced proximity-based routing policy that avoids the 

direct selection of nearest data centre. If more than one data centre is in the same region, then the data 

centre having less cost will be selected. In [7], the author describes the cost-aware selection of data 

centre from the data centres within same region. In [8], the author presents proximity-based routing 

policy that avoids the overloading of the nearest data centre by routing the traffic to the neighbouring 

data centre in the same region with improved response time. The author in [9] describes the random 

data centre selection and virtual machine cost in each data centre is compared with other data centres 

in the same region. The data centre with lowest virtual machine cost is selected. The author in [10] 

describes policy that eliminates the sequential selection of inter region data centre with improvement 

in overall performance and  the data centre with less number of users is selected when network 

latency is same for all data centres. 

4.1 Comparison 

Most data centre routing policy schemes are modified to user specific requirements. Each Service 

broker algorithms has its own pros and cons with different data centre processing cost as shown in 

figure 3. For example, reducing the service level agreement violation algorithm aims to reduce 

overloading of the closest data centre by redirecting a part/whole of the user requests to the next 

neighbouring data centre in the same region. While an enhanced proximity-based routing policy aims 

to Virtual Machine (VM) cost which avoids the direct selection of nearest data centre. The selection is 

not made randomly and VM cost in each data centre is compared with other data centres in the same 

region. Finally data centre with lowest VM cost is selected. Now the requests will be sent to this data 

centre to be processed. We identified some of the key research directions in data centre network 

routing policy schemes to specific requirements. Although current proposals improve cost, provide 

mechanisms for best response time, Minimum Virtual Machine cost there are challenging and 

important issues that are yet to be explored.  
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Figure 3. Cost comparison of service broker policies 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

The response time and data transfer cost is a challenge in cloud environment that can increase the 

business performance in the IT industry. In this paper, a survey is made on three service broker 

policies for user application request located in different regions, compared data centre processing cost. 

We discussed the proposed schemes of different service broker policies, highlighting the cost 

effective data centre, selection of data centre. From the previous work done, we can conclude that the 

simulation process can be still improved by modifying or adding new strategies for traffic routing, 

load balancing. In order to balance the user requests of the resources it is essential to recognize cost 

effectiveness to achieve an overall improvement in system performance at a reasonable cost.  

 

VI. FUTURE WORKS 

 

In our future work, we will use the simulation framework to develop and evaluate new service broker 

policy to improve the data centre performance. Furthermore, we will design routing policy that routes 

the user application for the next nearest data centre region considering peak time hours. Cost 

effectiveness, performance guarantees, devising effective business and pricing models are important 

directions for future research.  
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